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ABSTRACT 
The given work is an experimental study about the surface roughness (SR) of Aluminium bars obtained by turning 
under different machining conditions. To improve machining efficiency & obtain superior surface finish, cooling 
fluid is used. Cutting fluids enhance the heat dissipation rate & reduce friction. In this study Mobilcut-220 is used 
as cutting fluid & the lubricating effects of aluminium oxide Nano particles on SR were examined experimentally. 
Turning operation is performed to compare the performance of dry machining, machining with conventional 
coolant & machining with Aluminium oxide nanoparticles-based fluid. The design of experiments (DOE) used in 
the work is a chosen subset of all combinations of different levels of various cutting parameters (CP). The cutting 
properties of aluminium bars cut using a TNMG 160408 tool are studied using an orthogonal array (OA), S/N 
ratio & ANOVA. Aluminium oxide nanoparticles were shown to improve surface polish in this study. 

Keywords: Aluminium, Mobilcut-220, aluminium oxide nanoparticles, cut depth, feed rate, spindle speed, S/N 
ratio, ANOVA, TNMG 160408. 

1. INTRODUCTION: 
The fact that everything we use on a daily basis has gone through this process, either directly or indirectly, can be 
used to highlight the significance of machining. The turning operation on a lathe is by far the most frequent. The 
work is kept in the spindle & rotated as the tool is given past it perpendicularly to the rotational axis. As opposed 
to orthogonal cutting, turning primarily uses the technique of oblique cutting, which results in three force 
components. 

Good quality items that can be made quickly & at a low cost are now the most pressing need. Surface finishing, 
tool wear rate along with material removal rate (MRR) are three most studied response characteristics in 
manufacturing today (Saraswat et al., 2014). So, to optimize the input parameters of machining, Taguchi 
optimization techniques are used in this study, Taguchi guided that by performing experiments by choosing a 
subset of parameters & calculating (S/N) ratio helps find the optimal value of CP for superior surface finish 
(Selvaraj Dirviyam & Palanisamy, 2010). 

S/N ratio of the quality characteristic SR must be minimized to obtain desirable results. The standard deviation is 
denoted by noise & the required value of surface finish is denoted as signal. Efforts are made to analyse the 
variance ANOVA which gives the percentage contribution of various CP on SR. The previous literature on this 
topic is going to be discussed in greater depth in the sections that follow. 
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Dureja et al., (2014) utilised Taguchi L9 OA to obtain S/N ratios for SR where spindle speed, feed rate & cut 
depth is the CP. They obtained optimum level for CP as cutting speed = 130 m/min, feed = .10 mm/rev, cut depth 
= .40 mm. On performing confirmation tests at the optimum level of CP they had favorable results 

To discover the best turning parameters for milling aluminium alloy 6063 having carbon nitride inserts is the goal 
of Saravanakumar et al., (2018) study. In order to improve surface finish & reduce roundness error, process 
parameters; feed, speed, & cut depth were investigated with the aid of experiment design. The Taguchi technique 
L27 OA was used to guide the experiments, which were then assessed using the lower is better principle. This 
investigation pinpoints the primary & most influential variable influencing the outcomes of the turning process. 
The results of the study demonstrated that the feed rate, & then the pace, significantly influenced the outcomes. 

The authors Li et al., (2019) stated that among various metal oxide nanoparticles, Al2O3 nanoparticles are widely 
used to make nanofluids because of their spherical structure. Al2O3 nanoparticles enter the shear zone while 
machining & the spherical particles play an important role in creating a “roller effect”. These spherical particles 
enter a cutting zone & can behave as a roller. The physics says that coefficient of rolling friction is less than 
coefficient of static friction & thus helps in a smooth experience while machining. Because of these reasons 
significant improvement in tool life is also found. However, using metal nanoparticles can lead to scratches on the 
machined surface because of agglomeration of such particles, despite the fact that the colloidal mixture of 
nanoparticles in the base fluid significantly improves the mixture's thermal conductivity. 

According to Abas et al. (2020), the decreased lead time & rising demand for high-quality components require 
industry to create parts sustainably with higher precision, efficiency, & cost utilising new methods. Minimum 
quantity lubricant (MQL) is a cost-effective, environmentally beneficial method. In given investigation, we use a 
composite desirability function & CRITIC to investigate & optimise the CPs of Aluminium alloy 6026-T9 in both 
MQL & dry conditions. Surface roughness profile (Ra, Rq, Rz), tool life, & mean relative roughness (MRR) were 
analysed as dependent variables in this research. The insert was made of tungsten carbide, & the coolant was olive 
oil at a rate of 150 mL/h. Taguchi OA (L16) on a machine with 16 separate tests. According to ANOVA, feed 
rate, tool life, & MRR are the most crucial cutting process factors for SR profile (Ra, Rq, Rz) within dry & MQL 
conditions. In dry conditions, the optimum values for the cutting speed, feed rate, cut depth, & rake angle are 500 
m/min, 0.3 mm/rev, 2 mm, & 15°, respectively. But, MQL conditions are 500 m/min cutting speed, 0.4 mm/rev 
feed rate, 2 mm cut depth, & 15° positive rake angle. Finally, SEM & EDX morphologically analyse the 
machined worked piece surface & inserts at varied CP. 

According to Chakraborty & Chakraborty (2022), determining the ideal input parameters for any machining 
process is crucial to attaining the best response values & satisfying manufacturers & end users. This review paper 
will help decision-makers & process engineers choose the best experimental design plan (Taguchi's L9, L18, or 
L27 OA); entering parameters for turning, drilling, & milling operations (cutting speed, feed rate, & cut depth); 
matching responses; difficult-to-cut sophisticated technical materials (composite, aluminium, titanium, & their 
alloys). 

According to studies, turning is one of the operations with a large number of input parameters, so many 
parameters can vary individually & output parameters may vary linearly or nonlinearly depending on 
environmental conditions. To analyse SR, add more CP such cutting tool nose radius & cutting angles. Based on 
the literature review conducted on papers where the aim is to optimize the CP for superior surface finish. The goal 
is to identify the combination of cutting settings that produces the best surface quality from among a collection of 
candidates. Spindle RPM, feed rate, & cut depth are the chosen parameters. The scales here represent the relative 
importance of various elements. It is investigated which parameter has the most impact on SR & what percentage 
of that effect it has. 
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2. METHODOLOGY: 
Experiment will be conducted by turning of Aluminium specimen, in a CNC lathe for different levels of input 
parameters like cutting depth, feed rate, spindle speed. The experiments are performed as per Taguchi design, 
where a selected subset of combinations is chosen out of all the possible combinations.  Table 1 displays the 
values for each of the cutting setting. 

 
Table 1: Cutting parameters & their levels 

In this set of experiments, Taguchi table generated by MINITAB software is used. The subset of all combination 
of parameters is shown in table 2. The pattern of choice of different CP & their levels remains the same in all the 
three machining environments which is 

1. Machining without coolant 

2. Machining using coolant as a mixture of water & Mobilcut-220 

3. Machining using coolant as a colloidal mixture of Al2O3 nanoparticles in Mobilcut-220 

 
Table 2: Taguchi Table 

2.1 DESIGN & ANALYSIS OF CUTTING PARAMETERS: 
The results obtained after performing the experiments is studied using S/N ratio & ANOVA analysis. The 
optimum level of CP can be obtained by applying formulas for “lower-the-better” values for SNRA. ANOVA 
analysis is conducted to analyse the percentage contribution of various cutting parameters on SR. Predicting & 
verifying the enhancement of the quality characteristic utilising the optimum level of design parameters is the last 
step after the optimal level of design parameters has been chosen. 

3 RESULTS & DISCUSSIONS: 
Surface finish is measured by a parameter called ‘Ra’ & this parameter gives the average value of undulation over 
a given area of the surface. It is necessary for this undulation’s to be minimum to obtain superior surface finish. 

The average SR is measured by the formula: 

………………………………………………eqn1 

Where: Ra=average SR in µm 
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L=choice of length in mm 

y= undulation at location x 

The mean value of Ra is calculated by: 

µ= …………….….……………………………….………eqn2 

Where Ra is the SR at five different locations. 

S/N ratio: In the methods of Taguchi, signal refers to the desirable value(mean), & noise refers to undesirable 
value (standard deviation) of the output characteristics. Therefore, S/N   ratio is basically the ratio of mean to S.D. 
Based on the requirement of the response Taguchi has classified S/N ratio in three distinct categories being: - 

1. Larger the better 

2. Nominal the better 

3. Smaller the better 

Since the chosen quality characteristic is SR, it is decided to go ahead with the formulas defined for smaller the 
better. 

S/N= …………....…………….……... eqn3 

Where yi is SR value at i-th trial. 

3.1 DRY RUN 
To conduct dry run experiments, aluminium bars of diameter 50mm & length 150mm were machined without any 
coolant. Appropriate CNC codes were entered in the CNC machine & machining was conducted. Aluminium bar 
is turned for a length 50mm, & cut depth is varied according to the Taguchi table. Surface roughness values & 
signal to noise ratios are tabulated in table 3. 

3.1.1 Effect of process parameters on SR: 

 
Table 3: Response table for dry run experiments 
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Figure 1: Plot of mean of means versus various Cutting Parameters 

 
Figure 2: Plot of mean of SN ratio versus various Cutting Parameters 

The optimum level of CP is tabulated in table 4. 

 
Table 4: optimal level of Cutting Parameters for superior surface finish of dry run experiments 

3.2 MACHINING USING COOLANT AS MIXTURE OF WATER & MOBILCUT -220: 
While conducting machining using coolant, water & Mobilcut-220 was mixed in the ratio 1:20. 4 liters of 
conventional coolant is mixed in 80 liters of water. This mixture is then poured into the coolant tank & pumped 
through the CNC to ensure proper mixing of the mixture. Surface roughness values & signal to noise ratios are 
tabulated in table 5. 
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Table 5: Response table for machining using coolant as mixture of water & Mobilcut 220 

 
Figure 3: Plot of mean of means versus various Cutting Parameters 

 
Figure 4: Plot of mean of SN ratio versus various Cutting Parameters 
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The optimum level of CP is tabulated in table 6. 

 
Table 6: optimal level of Cutting Parameters for machining where coolant is a mixture of water & Mobilcut-220 

3.3 MACHINING USING COOLANT AS A COLLOIDAL MIXTURE OF NANOPARTICLES IN 
MOBILCUT-220: 

Nanofluid is a colloidal combination of metallic & non-metallic particles smaller than 100 nm in ordinary cutting 
fluid. Al2O3 nanoparticles was evenly distributed in the conventional coolant Mobilcut-220 using an 
ultrasonicator. The weight percentage of nanoparticles chosen is 1%. 30 grams of nanoparticles was evenly 
distributed in 3 liters of Mobilcut-220 & the mixture was poured in 60 liters of water so that the ratio of coolant to 
Water is 1:20. Surface roughness values & signal to noise ratios are tabulated in table 7. 

 
Table 7: Response table for machining using coolant as nanoparticles suspended in Mobilcut- 220 

 
Figure 5: Plot of mean of means versus various Cutting Parameters 
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Figure 6: Plot of mean of SN ratio versus various Cutting Parameters 

The optimum level of CP is tabulated in table 8. 

 
Table 8: optimal level of Cutting Parameters for machining where coolant is a colloidal mixture of Al2O3 

nanoparticles & Mobilcut-220 

3.4 ANOVA ANALYSIS: 
ANOVA analysis helps one understand the percentage contribution of many factors on the quality characteristic. 
If there are i factors & there are j levels in each factor, & the total variance of this observation is to be understood, 
it can be done so by dividing the total variance into two parts namely: - 

I. Variance due to different levels under each factor 

II. Variance due to different factors. 

The standard convention for total variance is   SST, variance due to change in factors is SSlevels & variance due to 
different levels in each factor is SSerror. 

SST, SSlevels & SSerror is related to each other by the equation. 

SST= SSlevels + SSerror 

Total variance SST is calculated using the formula. 

....................................................................................................eqn4 

Where yi is the SNRA values at different levels of different factors. 

 is the grand mean of all SNRA values 

Variance between levels is calculated using the formula 
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………………………………………………………......eqn5 

where yG is the mean of SNRA values of different levels in a particular group 

 is the grand mean of all SNRA values 

Variance within levels is calculated using the formula 

……….…………………………….……………………. eqn6 

where yi is the SNRA values at different levels of different factors 

yG is the mean of SNRA values of different levels in a particular group 

Another statistical tool F-test is used to find out if the means of quality characteristic of different levels in each 
factor is varying significantly as the factors are changed. The Fisher ratio is calculated using the formula 

F-ratio=  

Mean sum of squares of levels is calculated using the formula 

…………………………………………………………….…...…eqn7 

Where k is the number of factors. 

Mean sum of squares of errors is calculated using the formula 

…………………………………………………….……………. eqn8 

Where n is total number of SNRA values at different levels of different factors 

K is the number of groups 

To determine the percentage contribution of various input parameters, the corresponding sum of squares of each 
individual cutting parameter must be divided by the total sum of squares. 

3.4.1 ANOVA ANALYSIS OF SURFACE ROUGHNESS FOR MACHINING WITHOUT COOLANT: 
The ANOVA table for the set of experiments where machining has been performed without any coolant is shown 
in table 9. 

 
Table 9: ANOVA table for dry run  
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The percentage contribution of different CP on SR is tabulated in table 10. 

 
Table 10: Percentage contribution of various Cutting Parameters while machining without coolant 

3.4.2 ANOVA ANALYSIS OF SURFACE ROUGHNESS FOR EXPERIMENTS WHERE COOLANT 
IS MIXTURE OF WATER & MOBILCUT-220 CONVENTIONAL COOLANT: 
The ANOVA table for the set of experiments where machining has been performed using coolant as mixture of 
water & Mobilcut-220 is shown in table 11. 

 
Table 11: ANOVA table for machining where coolant is a mixture of water & Mobilcut-220 

The percentage contribution of different CP on SR is tabulated in table 12. 

 
Table 12: Percentage contribution of various Cutting Parameters while machining where coolant is a mixture of 

water & Mobilcut-220. 

3.4.3 ANOVA ANALYSIS OF SURFACE ROUGHNESS FOR EXPERIMENTS WHERE COOLANT 
IS A COLLOIDAL MIXTURE OF NANOPARTICLES & MOBILCUT-220: 
The ANOVA table for the set of experiments where machining has been performed using coolant as a colloidal 
mixture of nanoparticles & Mobilcut-220 is shown in table 13. 
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Table 13: ANOVA table for machining where coolant is a colloidal mixture of nanoparticles and Mobilcut-220 

The percentage contribution of different CP on SR is tabulated in table 14. 

 
Table 14: Percentage contribution of various Cutting Parameters while machining where coolant a colloidal 

mixture of nanoparticles & Mobilcut-220. 

3.5 DISCUSSIONS: 
For the dry run set of experiments, from analysis of SN ratio, an average SR value of 0.72µm was obtained. The 
high value of SR can be accounted to the absence of lubrication & due to built-up edge (BUE). BUE can be 
understood as the build-up of material on the rake face due to friction between the rake face of the tool & 
underside of the chips. The BUE behaves as a secondary cutting surface as it is harder due to strain hardening. 
The material of BUE may get adhered on the underside of the chip. This greatly influences the SR. From ANOVA 
of machining without coolant the results show that spindle speed has a percentage contribution of 56.59%. This 
value indicates that even a small change in magnitude of the spindle speed greatly affects the quality characteristic 
which is SR. 

On machining in an environment of water & Mobilcut 220, an average SR value of 0.4 µm was obtained, which 
amounts to a reduction in SR by 80% when compared to the SR value obtained when machining is performed 
without any coolant. This reduction can be accounted to the effective rate of heat removal due to addition of 
coolant. On addition of the Mobilcut-220 semi synthetic oil to the shear zone through flood cooling, the oil takes 
away the heat from the tool tip through forced convection. From ANOVA of machining where coolant is a 
mixture of water & Mobilcut-220 the results show that spindle speed has a percentage contribution of 88.94%. 
This value indicates that even a small change in magnitude of the spindle speed greatly affects the quality 
characteristic which is SR. 

When machining is conducted using coolant as a colloidal mixture of Al2O3 nanoparticles & Mobilcut-220, results 
show that the average SR obtained is around 0. 3µm.There is a reduction in SR by 30%, when compared to 
machining where coolant is a mixture of water & Mobilcut-220. The reason for getting superior surface finish can 
be accounted to two main characteristic features of Al2O3 nanoparticles being: - 
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1. Al2O3 nanoparticles are spherical in shape & on entering the shear zone they behave as rollers help in reducing 
the coefficient of friction between the tool & the work piece. The rolling coefficient of friction is less than 
coefficient of sliding friction & taking advantage of this property heat generation due to friction is 
considerably reduced. 

µ rolling < µ static 

2. Al2O3 nanoparticles have a thermal conductivity of approximately 1 Wm-1K-1 which helps to increase the 
overall thermal conductivity of the colloidal mixture of Al2O3 nanoparticles with Mobilcut-220. Due to this 
increased thermal conductivity, there is greater heat transfer by convection. We have less BUE & energy for 
machining also drops. 

From ANOVA of machining where the coolant is a colloidal mixture of Al2O3 nanoparticles & Mobilcut-220 the 
results show that spindle speed has a   percentage contribution of 56.05%. This value indicates that even a small 
change in magnitude of the spindle speed greatly affects the quality characteristic which is SR. 

3.5.1 CONFIRMATION TESTS: 
On obtaining the optimal level of CP for superior surface finish for different set of experiments using different 
types of machining environments, the improvement in the quality characteristic must be predicted & verified 
using this optimal level of CP. 

The predicted S/N ratio for the optimal level of CP is given by the equation: 

…………………………………………...…………………eqn9 

Where: - 

  is the predicted S/N ratio at optimum level of Cutting Parameters. 

 is the mean S/N ratio at the optimum levels 

 is the total mean S/N ratio 

3.5.2 MACHINING WITHOUT COOLANT: 
The results for the confirmation tests conducted using the optimum level of CP,in a dry machining environment is 
tabulated in table 15. 

 
Table 15: Results of Confirmation test for SR where machining is conducted without coolant. 

3.5.3 MACHINING USING COOLANT AS MIXTURE OF WATER & MOBLCUT-220: 
The results for the confirmation tests conducted using the optimum level of CP, where coolant is a mixture of 
water & Mobilcut-220  is tabulated in table 16. 
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Table 16: Results of Confirmation test for machining where coolant is a mixture of water and Mobilcut-220 

3.5.4 MACHINING USING COOLANT AS COLLOIDAL MIXTURE OF NANOPARTICLES IN 
MOBILCUT-220: 

The results for the confirmation tests conducted using the optimum level of CP, where coolant is a  colloidal 
mixture of nanoparticles & Mobilcut-220  is tabulated in table 17. 

 
Table 17: Results of Confirmation test for machining where coolant is a colloidal mixture of nanoparticles & 

Mobilcut-220. 

From the above tables, it becomes clear that there is close agreement between predicted value of SR & value of 
SR obtained by conducting the experiment. Superior values of surface finish are obtained at the optimum level of 
CP. 

4. CONCLUSION: 
The following is a conclusion that may be drawn based on the analysis of this study: 

 Optimum level of spindle parameters for experiments where machining is performed without coolant is 
N=760rpm, f=0.1 mm/rev & d=0. 6mm.The value of SR obtained at these levels of CP is 0. 51µm.The 
percentage reduction in SR when compared to levels N=640rpm, f=0.12 mm/rev & d=0.8 is 80%. 

 Optimum level of CP for experiments where machining is performed using coolant as a mixture of water & 
Mobilcut-220 is N=760rpm, f=0.08 mm/rev & d =0.4mm. The value of SR obtained at these levels of spindle 
parameters is 0. 28µm.The percentage reduction in SR when compared to levels N=640rpm, f=0.1 mm/rev & 
d=0.6 is 65.25%. 

 Optimum level of CP for experiments where machining is performed using coolant as a colloidal mixture of 
nanoparticles & Mobilcut-220 is N=760rpm, f=0.08 mm/rev & d =0. 4mm.The value of SR obtained at these 
levels of spindle parameters is 0. 19µm.The percentage reduction in SR when compared to levels N=640rpm, 
f=0.1 mm/rev & d=0.6 is 31.57% 

According to the results of an ANOVA for dry run experiments, feed rate and depth of cut, contribute 
significantly less than spindle speed to SR. One may infer from this research that spindle speed has a considerable 
impact on SR whereas feed rate has no discernible consequence. From ANOVA for experiments where machining 
is conducted using coolant as a mixture of water & Mobilcut-220, it is found that spindle speed has the highest 
percentage contribution on SR, followed by cut depth & feed rate. From ANOVA for experiments where 
machining is conducted using coolant as a colloidal mixture of Al2O3 nanoparticles & Mobilcut-220, it is found 
that SR is significantly influenced by spindle speed. 
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To conclude, this study found that spindle speed has the greatest influence on SR, regardless of the type of coolant 
utilized.  When machining with coolant that is a colloidal mixture of Mobilcut-220 & nanoparticles, as opposed to 
machining with coolant that is a mixture of water & Mobilcut-220, the surface finish was improved by 40%. 
Therefore, it can be concluded that the Taguchi method is a reliable design for obtaining the best spindle 
parameter values. At the ideal spindle parameter setting, a superior surface finish can be achieved. Confirmation 
tests are also run to evaluate the Taguchi optimization method's efficacy. 
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